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Abstract 
 
The paper presents a model for automated authentication of the relation between a RFID tag and 
the object that is tagged. The model is then a basis for describing a tool that could recommend a 
cost effective chip, given data from a particular proposed application. 
 
Introduction 
 
Authentication Being certain that a tag is genuine does not guarantee that it is tagging the correct 
object. Authentication verifies that a label is on the right object. A failure to verify could be due 
to the absence of a label, an accidental attachment of the wrong label, or a deliberate replacing of 
a label with one from another object. The most usual reason for the latter case is to avoid paying 
a correct higher price; but other reasons include trying to smuggle in some contraband item, such 
as cigars from Cuba [1]. 
 
Authentication requires having from two independent sources of information.  Familiar examples 
include: 

• a signature on a credit card plus a signature by the card user 
• two forms of identification for airport check-in 
• a sales slip plus shopping cart contents when exiting a department store   

 
In checking that the RFID tag identifying an object is actually the correct tag, the first source of 
knowledge about the object is transmitted from the tag itself. Although the tag information might 
be used to confirm that the tag is genuine and not counterfeit, nothing from the tag can 
immediately confirm that the tag is on the right object [2].  
 
Beside the identification information in the RFID tag, a second source of knowledge about the 
object must be used. The second source may use the tag’s unique serial number as a key to 
additional data about the object; or information from the tag might include a description that can 
be confirmed by a checker’s recognition that the revealed information about the object is correct. 
For example, in automatic retail check-out stations, the Universal Product Code (UPC) is 
optically scanned and a database provides an expected weight for the object, which is then 
compared with the actual weight of the object [3]. 
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Authentication Strategies 
 
Replacement prevention strategies The following are commonly used to decide that an RFID tag 
has not been replaced by making it difficult to make the replacement without it being obvious. 
This prevention in no way changes the chance that the label was incorrectly put on the object 
during manufacturing. These strategies rely on making the cost of switching (including the risk 
of being caught) more than the benefit of gaining a price-reduction by the switch [4, 5]. The 
following strategies are loosely ordered from workable only on low price items to those that 
might be used for higher priced items: 
 

1. Tamper-proofing. For this strategy, the second source of information is that the integrity 
of the tag-object relation has not been violated; the evidence is that the packaging, seal 
and/or object itself has not been altered. Protecting the tag in such ways is a major 
deterrent, but it depends on the vigilance of humans who may have many pressures that 
prevent seeing signs of tampering. 

 
2. Connect the tag to the object in a firm way. In retail stores, price tags are often attached 

with sturdy plastic loops. But the same simple tools that connected the tag to the object 
could be used to connect a replacement tag.  The connection strategy is useful for 
preventing theft of low cost items [6]; but when the cost and risk of switching is less than 
the gain of a high priced item through tag switching, the connection strategy is not a 
deterrent. 

 
3. Conceal the tag. Some libraries put a tag in the crease between pages; a better place 

would be under the cover of the book back, since it is both concealed and covered. 
Awareness that there is such a concealed tag might lead to relatively simple ways of 
subverting this prevention strategy. Unusual human diligence would be needed to detect 
that a concealed tag had been switched. 

 
4. Cover the tag. The covering could be either transparent (as with sealed plastic packaging) 

or opaque (as with a sealed box). The covering could possibly be broken into; but 
inspection for such damage could be part of the checkout procedure. It requires honest, 
reliable human labor, which may not occur, if there is high volume checkout traffic or a 
determined attempt to cover the tag switching and covering damage for high value items. 

 
5. Embed the tag in a component of the product or its sealed covering. Embedding in the 

material itself, rather than affixing a label, could be done during production of the object 
or its covering. Replacing the embedded chip would require replacing the part that has 
the chip. The tag-switcher would have to be able to provide a replacement for the 
covering or product part in such a way that the switch not be detected and also the 
savings in price will be sufficient to justify the effort. 

 
Mislabeling Prevention Strategy None of the above strategies protect against the object being 
wrongly tagged during the initial labeling. This risk can be reduced by providing information 
about physical nature of the object in order to allow the second independent source to be the 
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object itself. Current automated checkout stations scan UPC labels and use the code to expect the 
object to be within a certain weight range. RFID tags could do similar feats. Also as do some 
UPC tags, an RFID tag could provide a printed object description to allow authentication by 
inspection of the object.  
 
Manual Authentication (MA)  Except for the examples of automated weight checking, the above 
strategies involve some degree of human vigilance, to be on the look-out for tampering, re-
connected tags, intrusion into covering or object, etc. This is supposed to occur during checking 
inventory on shelves, checking-out purchased merchandise, checking-in pallets received, etc.  
MA can be a major expense due to the high cost of human labor. The next section discussed a 
way to reduce the amount of needed. 
  
Automated Authentication (AA) 
 
AA can be seen as a matter of comparing two input sources of information about a tagged object 
in order to decide whether the object is correctly tagged. If the AA fails, then MA must also be 
done. The AA model allows for two main levels of object checking, full AA whereby the entire 
process is fully automated, as in the self-checkout UPC systems currently in use, and partial AA 
which leaves the final object checking to a human observer. What follows is a generic 
description common to both levels. 
 

Input Required. Two input types are needed. The first type (IdT) is in the tag’s RFID chip 
and is identifying information about the object that is supposed to be tagged.  Typically is 
it is at least a unique serial number stored in the standard 96 bits of the RFID. The second 
type, DsO is a description that fits some of the features of the object or its packaging. 
DsO may be in the tag RFID or possibly obtained through a network connection to a 
common database, such as Object Name Service (ONS) or through a firm’s own 
database. DsO will have to supply data that can be confirmed by measurement or 
observation.        
 
Decision: Does DsO match the actual object features?   
 
Output: For each object enter the AA system; an output variable R will be either 
“Accept” or “Manual”. 

 
Service Time in AA In the context of regarding AA as generically similar to an assembly line, 
there are objects arriving at various times and three or four tasks must be performed in series for 
each object. A fundamental relation of queuing theory is that the mean time between arrivals of 
object must not exceed the mean service time (ST) an object is in AA; otherwise the waiting line 
for objects to enter AA increases over time. In other words, objects do not arrive faster than the 
system can process them. 
 
ST can build for a number of reasons: 
 

• the object may be missing its tag 
• the signal from the tag may be corrupted by random bit changes in noise 
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• there may be collisions from neighboring RFID tags 
• DsO from a remote database may be corrupted  
• object checking may encounter difficulties 
 

Each of these would involve retrying to accomplish a task.  
 
The maximum allowable ST can be pre-set once one assumes an upper bound for the risk of 
having a waiting line build up over a period of time. This is a matter of deciding how many 
standard deviations above the mean object arrival time will be tolerated for a particular object’s 
ST. 
 
“Manual” Outcomes All objects leaving AA with “Manual” outcomes will require more 
intensive inspection. The MA task is not part of the system being modeled, but the cost of using 
it will be a relevant factor in recommending a type of chip to be used in the RFID tag.   
 
AA Process Flow Figure 1 illustrates four tasks in the AA process. The first one, Security, is an 
option that the firm can select in designing its AA. Security involves conversation between tag 
and reader to establish that the tag is a legitimate source to read and perhaps also that the reader 
is such that the tag may allow its data to be read.  Of course, this is a form of password exchange. 
Since the security conversation does take time, the firm may prefer to allocate ST for other uses. 
But if Security is part of the proposed AA system, it may use up to the maximum ST allowed 
since it would make no sense to continue if the security check was not successful.  
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Figure 1: Illustrates the Automated Authentication (AA) system 
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The first required component extracts identify by information IdT from the RFID tag signal. The 
model assumes that IdT is in a 96 bit string. The reader may encounter no tag signal, partial tag 
signal (less than 96 bits), or a 96 bit string. If it does not receive a 96 bit signal and the maximum 
allowed ST is not exceeded, the reader will re-try to acquire the 96 bit signal. 
 
The second required component acquires the descriptive information, DsO, either from a 
database or from information stored in the RFID signal. Checks will be made to assure that the 
DsO message has not be corrupted.  If it has, it will re-try in the same manner as the IdT reader 
did. If the ST reaches its allowed limit, the reader assigns “Manual” to variable R and proceeds 
to exit AA.   
 
The last component is the Object Check (OC).  It also is subject to repeated attempts until 
success or time runs out. OC may be fully automated because DsO is a physical feature that can 
be sensed artificially. For example, weight can be weighed and an optical barcode stamped on 
the object (or its packaging) can be optically scanned. Or perhaps, the serial number or a model 
number read from the tag is also stamped as a barcode on the object or its sealed packaging. 
 
The other level of OC is for the information received to be converted into a human readable 
display that allows an observer to make a rapid determination of whether the object is what it is 
supposed to be.  Such information as category, color, shape, packaging features, number of 
items, etc. could be involved. The DsO should be information that aids the human observer to 
make a rapid and accurate decision. 
 
Discussion of AA 
 
OC versus MA  For full AA, there is no doubt that the automated OC will be more efficient than 
MA; but when both OC and MA require human intervention there is the question as to why 
bother with AA at all. It is expected that at least obtaining and converting the IdT and DsO 
information via AA is a pre-processing that will speed up the OC in comparison with a non-aided 
MA. A DsO display is intended to present exactly what is needed to make a decision.  An 
existing parallel occurs in law enforcement. An officer can radio in a license tag number and 
receive back a description of the vehicle it should be on. MA is similar to what happens in 
airport baggage or passenger security checking. Most of the baggage and passenger can be 
handled by a relatively rapid routine with human checkers monitoring; but oddly sized or shaped 
baggage or passengers with unusual characteristics require special handling. 
 
Re-Tries Repeated attempts by a component may result in success and reduce the number of 
objects going to MA; but repeating does reduce the amount ST available for subsequent 
components. This will be a factor in recommending a chip type, particularly if MA labor costs 
are high. 
 
Error Factors At the Reader, a “null” signal might be due to absence of tag or some metallic 
shielding accidentally or deliberately between tag and reader. Reader distance or humidity could 
reduce the tag signal strength (which varies inversely with the square of the reader distance from 
the tag). Some chips are most resistant to energy-absorbing humidity and chips vary in 
transmission distance that can still be effective.  Random electromagnetic noise and contention 
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with neighboring tag signals could also mask the tag signal. At the DsO component, network 
traffic volume could absorb ST. Due to lag time in updating the relevant DB, the record needed 
may not yet be available. It is also possible that the search strategy might pull the wrong record if 
the key is not unique. 
 
Chip Recommendation (CR) Tool 
 
The rest of the paper concerns a possible tool for aiding the decision as to what type of chip is 
most cost effective for the AA being planned. It is assumed that simulations based on a particular 
instantiation of the AA model are developed and from which can be determined an estimate of 
the probability Pr(MA) that an object will still require MA as the outcome of being processed in 
AA. Also needed are estimates of cost per object for AA and, separately, of MA. 
The CR tool would recommend a choice of chip that would minimize the combined costs of AA 
and the MA still needed after AA attempt. 
 
The main variables are: 
 
  Pr(MA) = Pr( R = “Manual”) 
  AA cost = N x cost of one tag, where N is number of objects entering AA 
  MA cost = N x Pr(MA) x Mean cost of MA for one object. 
 
CR determines for each chip candidate, AA cost + MA cost, and recommends the lowest result. 
 
It is assumed that active and semi-passive chips will not be necessary for the authentication task. 
The inclusion of a battery and sophisticated algorithms will not be needed and add unnecessarily 
to the chip cost. 
 
A database is pre-loaded with relevant chip attributes. A user (firm) inputs data about a particular 
AA task, including the Pr(MA) is for each candidate chip type, using task data from input and 
chip type data from the database. Mean MA costs per object are also entered.  
 
Relevant Variables: The probability that an object has no readable tag can be estimated from past 
experience data. Reader Distance from tag can be determined either as a fixed condition or by 
various “what if” cases. Number of other neighboring tags can be estimated provide some 
definition of neighborhood is done. This would allow some estimate of the need for collision 
resolution. Humidity can be used as a factor used to distinguish performance of chip types. 
Input about DsO source: Mean(Turn-Around-Time)  is about all one could expect as input, given 
the wide variety of DsO sources and processes. For a standard source, such as ONS, one might 
load it into the CR database.  
 
Sample Chip Types: 
 

 Table 1 present data that could be in a database for two chip types: 
 

• LF is in low frequency band and has no anti-collision routine. 
• UHF is in the high frequency band and does have anti-collision routine. 
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Table 1: Database Attributes and Transfer Rate 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sample recommendations:  If Reader distance were close and no tag neighbors, there would be 
no need for the higher priced UHF, so LF would be recommended. If Reader distance was far 
and collision resolution needed, necessity would determine eliminating LF and recommending 
UHF. 
 
Recommendation involving MA costs: If Reader distance was close but substantial collision or 
noise was present, tradeoffs would have to be weighed. The cheaper LF may or may not be 
better, depending on how much more likely nulls were created due to fewer chances to avoid 
MA and the unit costs of MA. 
 
Conclusion 
 
A model of an Automated Authentication process has been shown to be feasible. It can serve as a 
basis for developing simulations that provide data that can be used in a automated tool for 
recommending which type of RFID chip to select for a proposed AA implementation. 
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Database Attributes LF UHF 
Special Factors Humidity resistance Not global 
Normal Range 20 cm 3 m 
Chip cost $ 0.01 $ 0.40 
Tag to Reader 60  kbits/sec 100 kbits/sec 
Reader to Tag 30 kbits/sec 50 kbits/sec 
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